14 June 2019

IER, specialists in charging infrastructure for electric
vehicles, introduces its new solutions at the Salon des Maires
d’Ile-de-France trade show
Smart E-Charger
The Smart E-Charger, part of the latest
generation of charging points, designed for
charging all types of vehicles, for on-street or
car-park charging, offers a smart charging
solution for all public and individual electric car
users. It is specially adapted to perform in
difficult urban conditions (corrosion and
damage) and is suitable for intensive use.
The Smart E-Charger is fitted with two charging
points so that two vehicles can be charged at the
same time, and is intuitive and easy to use, with
visual signalling in different colours to keep
users informed during all stages of charging.
The Smart E-Charger is a product of IER's expertise in the design, manufacture and
distribution of charging points for major air, train and urban transport networks. It is
manufactured in Besançon with French components, and meets the requirements of
current safety standards.

UPGRADE MODULE FOR AUTOLIB’ CHARGING STATIONS
IER has designed a charging point upgrade solution for
municipalities within the Ile-de-France region that are
looking to overhaul their existing charging stations, so that
local authorities can refurbish existing charging points
while still providing residents with a charging service for
their electric vehicles. IER's 981B module offers an
economical, environmentally responsible, fast and reliable
alternative for upgrading existing charging points, with the
possibility of doubling charging power (from 3.7 kW to 7
kW) without altering the electrical architecture of the
charging points.

As the producer of these charging points, IER is best
positioned to carry out the modifications required to
update to the latest technology, ensuring compliance and
certification in line with current electrical safety
standards,

prolonging the product life cycle at a reduced cost and in a safe manner. IER has all the
designs and spare parts required to upgrade this equipment, while guaranteeing the
provision of a continued charging service.
About IER:
IER is the perfect partner for all mobility solutions, guaranteeing a turnkey service that
comprises the installation, repair and maintenance of charging points, a field in which
IER has established itself as a market leader since 2010 with over 10,000 charging
points for electric vehicles rolled out in France and abroad. IER's solid expertise in
charging solutions has established it as a key player in new mobility solutions, and its
charging solutions also offer interoperability with all charging operators (OCPP 1.6),
ensuring maximum adaptability.
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